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Abstract
The technological industry is growing at an unprecedented rate; to adequately evaluate this shift
in the fast-paced industry, one would first need to deliberate on the differences between the Hard
Disk Drive (HDD) and Solid-State Drive (SSD). HDD is a hard disk drive that was
conventionally used to store data, whereas SSD is a more modern and compact substitute; SSDs
comprises of flash memory technology, which is the modern-day method of storing data. Though
the inception of data storage began with HDD, they proved to be less accessible and stored less
data as compared to the present-day SSDs, which can easily store up to 1 Terabyte in a
minuscule chip-size frame. Hence, SSDs are more convenient and user-friendly, where, in
contrast, HDDs often require some degree of technical knowledge. However, since SSDs are still
a relatively new phenomenon, it has proved to create myriads of problems in the digital forensics
department. Since SSDs are still a more modern concept, the tools that digital forensics employ
to investigate evidence obtained from HDDs are not proving to be as efficient; this is primarily
due to the fact that data in flash memory drives can only be written if the data unit or data block
is erased, ergo, an erase operation occurs every time before something is written into the flash
memory. Therefore, the aim of this research is to critically analyze the results obtained by
running forensic tools on an HDD and SSD; the results would pertain to the image generated
from the HDD and SSD.
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Chapter I: Introduction
Introduction
“Wherever the future computer technology may take us, at least we know that SSD will
take us there quickly.” (Anonymous).
This chapter gives a brief introduction to Solid State Drives, Hard Disk Drives, and
Digital forensics. Starting with Solid-state drives, generally termed as SSDs are storage devices
that fall under the category of non-volatile memory storage devices. Nowadays, SSD is
considered to be the primary/central data storage system. When it comes to size, SSDs are
smaller, portable, and faster when storing data, fetching data, highly efficient, and very less
consumption of power. Though it doesn’t have any physical disks to read/write data, it is also
called as Solid-State Disk. SATA and SAS are two protocols, which are used by both Hard Disk
Drive (HDD) and Solid-state drive (SSD). SSD uses a Flash memory technology, and NVM
Express is the new I/O protocol developed to handle the requirements of Flash memory
technology, which is used in SSDs, unlike HDDs (Ayusharma0698, 2018).
The conventional Hard Disk Drives, floppy disks are electromechanical drives, and they
contain spinning disks, movable heads to read and write data to the drive. There are no moving
parts or mechanical components in SSD (Ayusharma0698, 2018). SSDs can work twice as fast as
the HDD, and this makes disk performance speed as the main advantage. The accurate speed of
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an SSD cannot be determined, because it usually depends on what all a person is doing on a
computer at a time. Even if data is written to and from disk on a constant basis, that means if
someone open applications, browse the internet, listen to music, play games or load a video, it
was observed that everything goes smoother and faster if SSD is installed (Nield, 2018). Some of
the basic differences like SSD has lower latency, whereas HDD has higher and SSD is more
reliable compared to HDDs, more chances of mechanical components failure in HDDs makes
SSD a highly dependent storage device these days. RAM is known as volatile
memory/temporary memory because, when the system is turned off, memory stored in RAM is
lost. SSD stores data even if the system/computer is turned off, and that makes it a non-volatile
memory. After discussing the positive and negative aspects of SSD and HDD, this paper
discusses the architectures of SSD.
Solid-state drives are designed and developed into two types based on their mechanisms:
NOR flash and NAND flash. Right now, the second most popular flash architecture is the NOR
architecture, which is commonly used in EPROM (Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory)
and EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory) designs. This
architecture needs one contact for two cells; these cells are arranged in parallel. This parallel
arrangement makes it consume more space for configuration. To reduce this occupancy space for
configuration, NAND architecture was developed. In this, the cells are arranged in series
combination. Though this occupies less configuration space, this has a drawback of slow data
reading compared to NOR (Flash memory NAND NOR, n.d.).
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Figure 1: Architecture comparison (Flash memory NAND NOR, n.d.)
When it comes to the performance of these two architectures NAND and NOR, NOR
reads data a bit faster than NAND, and NAND writes data faster than NOR. Usually, Data in
flash memory can only be written if the data unit or data block is completely erased/empty. So,
erase operation occurs every time before something is written into the flash memory. When it
comes to memory capacity, NAND flash architecture memory capacity ranges from 1Gigabyte to
64Gigabytes, making this more capacity and less expensive. NOR flash architecture memory
capacity ranges from 1Megabyte to 64 Megabytes, making this less capacity and more
expensive. So far, it was just SSD; it’s architecture and HDD. In the next topic, this paper
introduces digital forensics.
Let it be an Organization, let it be an institution or let it be a house, each and every place
has a computer and many other digital devices. It was unbelievable that computers or digital
devices would be a part of criminal investigations, and since the 1970s, computers involving in
crimes has increased rapidly. Then comes the Digital Forensics in the 1980s, playing a major
role in the investigation. Slowly Digital Forensics gained its popularity and support. People
involving in crime use some sort of digital devices like computers, laptops, mobile phones, etc.
This helps digital forensic investigators to track the individual’s actions involving in a crime
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scene. Digital forensics can be stated as a forensic science encompassing the recovery and
material found in digital devices (Morton, 2015). Forensic investigators use different tools
working on the respective memory storage drives. This paper discusses some of the Digital
forensic tools working on both SSD and HDD, comparing their results and challenges faced
during this forensic investigation.
Problem Statement
In the past few years, no one would have imagined how much technology has developed.
It was so surprising when most of the evidence involving in crime are recovered from digital
devices. Forensic investigation on digital devices plays a key role in crime investigations. The
storage mechanisms of different devices are varying day-by-day as the technology is booming.
This makes forensic investigator's job difficult. This research paper problem statement is to pick
different forensic tools, work on both SSD and HDD drives by extracting images before and after
deleting the evidence files and understand/investigate the results obtained.
The objective of the Study
The main objective of the study is to understand the challenges faced by digital forensic
investigators, finding deleted evidence files in SSDs, HDDs, by working on them using different
forensic tools. This research includes the comparisons of results obtained from the SSD and
HDD drives.
Study Questions
The study questions on this research include everything that’s basically related to the
digital forensic investigation. What is a Digital Forensic investigation? How is a digital forensic
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investigation conducted/carried? What are different digital forensic tools and their purpose?
What do you conclude from the results obtained?
Definition of Terms
Digital forensics Digital forensics commonly known as computer forensics is, presenting the
study of any digital evidence found on digital media storage devices or
computers by identifying, preserving, recovering, and analyzing the evidence
(Stephens, 2016).
Digital evidence “Any data stored or transmitted using a computer that supports or disproves a
theory of how an offense occurred of that address, critical elements of the
offense such as internet of alibi” (Casey, 2011). Digital evidence is any kind
of digital data that can link a crime to a victim or a suspect or prove the
occurrence of a crime. This data comprises texts, pictures, video, and audio.
Some examples of digital evidence are IRC (Internet Relay Chat) chat history,
images, email archives, video surveillance, or log files that show access to
certain resources (Geier, 2015).
Hard Disk Drive Hard Disk Drive is commonly known as a hard drive. This is a conventional
type of data storage media. It has mechanical moving parts to read and write
data to the disk platters (coated in magnetic media (Platter, 2017)). Hard disks
in olden days can store megabytes of data, which is now increased to terabyte
range.
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Solid State Drive Solid state drive is commonly known as Solid State Disk. This is a nonvolatile memory storage device. This does not have any mechanical moving
parts, unlike HDD. Data is stored using flash memory instead of magnetic
platters. These SSDs are more reliable and have zero latency (no moving head
to read/write data (Definition of Encyclopedia, n.d)).
Flash memory

This is a kind of Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory
(EEPROM). This can also be called as flash storage, and this is a type of nonvolatile memory (Rouse, 2017). Data can be written only on erased blocks.
This technology can be used in consumer devices like digital cameras, USB
flash drives, tablet computers, mobile phones, etc.

Summary
In this chapter, a basic introduction to SSD and its functionality is discussed. The
common functionalities in SSD and HDD are briefly explained. SSD is configured into two types
based on its architecture: NAND and NOR. These two type’s architecture diagrams and basic
functionalities have been discussed. This chapter also discussed the importance of digital
forensics in the past and present days with respect to the growing, updating technology. This
research paper conducts a study in analyzing the results obtained from both SSD and HDD
drives after running different forensic tools on them. The next chapter will discuss more on the
background and literature review, one should be aware of before working on different forensic
tools.
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Chapter II. Background and Review of Literature
Introduction
This chapter is to know information regarding questions like how Digital forensics came
into the picture, when and where it was started. Day-by-day many new forensic tools are being
developed, and this chapter discusses some of such forensic tools and their purpose. This chapter
will discuss more about Digital forensics, SSD, and HDD drive’s behavior in response to the
forensic tools. This chapter will also discuss the previous researches done or related to this
problem.
Background and Literature Review
Forensics or Forensic science
Forensics is derived from Latin word forensic, which means debate or a public
discussion. “Any science used for the purposes of the law is forensic science.” (What is Forensic
science?, n.d.). Around the world, forensic science is used to solve civil conflicts by following
government rules and implementing criminal laws to protect the victims or the public. In the mid
to late 1800s, science was used to investigate crimes and identify criminals (Grossi, n.d.). In
order to prove guilt or innocence between crime and suspect, evidence should be collected. This
evidence acts as a link between a crime and a suspect.
Forensic science can be used to (Grossi, n.d.):
•

Prove the elements of a crime
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•

Validate or question victim or suspect statements

•

Recognize decedents or suspects

•

Create a connection to a crime or crime scene

Three concepts are important to provide reliable evidence; they are Chain of Custody,
Admissibility of Tests, Evidence and Testimony, Expert witness (Geier, 2015).
Whatever be the type of evidence, its documentation and evaluation are described in the
chain of custody. Based on their nature, evidence like blood spatters, human corps cannot be
preserved as they are. An investigator needs to be more cautious and careful while collecting
such evidence during analysis, or else evidence may be destroyed easily. The evidence should be
documented, evaluated, and imaged properly. These documents should be clear so that
investigators can re-evaluate evidence any day, any time in the future. The location where the
evidence is stored from the day it is documented to the present date should be clearly mentioned.
Every change in location should be documented (Geier, 2015). If the documentation has a
missing location or time, then the evidence will be rejected and cannot be provided in the court.
Admissibility of Tests, Evidence, and Testimony includes the existence of legal standards
for the acceptance of forensic tests and testimony (Geier, 2015). From all the forensic science
disciplines, the expert witness concept is considered as the third issue. A witness is a person who
explains what he/she observed. An expert witness is an expert with discipline and will be able to
give suggestions and opinions related to discipline. The witness need not be qualified or
officially recognized, but an expert witness should be qualified and officially recognized by
involving a legal authority.
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These three concepts above mentioned are common for all different types of forensic
science. Different types of forensic science are Forensic Toxicology, Forensic Dentistry,
Forensic Medicine, and Digital Forensics, etc. (What exactly is Forensics?, n.d).
Digital forensics
Evidence can be found in digital on a suspect's digital devices or on the internet when a cr
ime has been committed in the physical world many times. The internet has been expanding with
more sensors monitoring the real world on a daily basis, such as ATM cameras, traffic cameras,
webcams, and surveillance cameras. Usually, many people keep posting many messages on
social media websites or chat through Internet Relay Chat (IRC) rooms, by which their IP
addresses disclose their location and conversations that are being recorded. A digital forensic
investigation must be conducted when an investigation is continuing, and there is a possibility of
securing digital evidence. This digital forensic investigation basically comprises seizing and
searching for possible evidence or leads on a suspect's digital devices such as personal
computers, mobile phones, navigation devices, memory devices (Geier, 2015).
Digital forensics was commonly called ‘computer forensics’ until the late 1990s. The first
persons to work on computer forensic were computer hobbyist law enforcement officers. Their
work began in 1984, USA, in the FBI Computer Analysis and Response Team (CART). A year
later, the Fraud Squad, a computer crime unit, was set up by John Austen (Metropolitan Police)
in the UK. At the beginning of the 1990s, a major change took place. So many technical support
operatives and crime investigators inside the UK law enforcement agencies and some other
specialists realized that digital forensics requires protocols, procedures, and standard techniques.
They decided to develop the formalisms. In 1994 and 1995, continuous conferences were
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conducted by Fraud Squad and the Inland Revenue at the Police Staff College in Bramshill,
which led to the establishment of modern British digital forensic methodology (Price, n.d.). In
the UK, the first version of the Good Practice Guide for Digital Evidence was developed in 1988
by the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO).
For example, T.J. Maxx, Marshalls and other retail stores parented by the company TJX
in US, Canada, and Europe became the main target to the cybercriminals who stole 90 million
credit and debit card numbers. These cybercriminals gained unauthorized access to the main
channel of the TJX network in 2005. It took two years of observation for the cyberthieves to
gather credit card numbers, debit card numbers, driver’s license information, and social security
numbers of all those customers, thus resulting in charge of $170 Million to TJX by the lawsuits
(Geier, 2015). In 2009, Maksym Yastremskiy, a Ukrainian man, was arrested and sentenced to
30 years in prison for trafficking in credit card numbers stolen from TJX. The computers used by
Yastremskiy had evidence, and this evidence was obtained with difficulties by the investigators.
Later, in 2010 Albert Gonzalez entered the TJX network without authorization, stole their
information, and was sentenced 20 years in prison (Prahlow, 2010).
When forensic professionals analyze a digital medium, the evidence must,
therefore, be retrieved from deleted or lost data, broken or purposely destroyed memory.
Irrespective of the device's state and the data, the first most important step to be taken is:
investigator should create an image that is a digital copy of the device collected, in the same state
as it was collected. This digital copy image is very important to prove the integrity of the
evidence possibly found during the investigation, the chain of custody, so it can be proved that
the data on the medium was not changed or altered by the investigator or any third party from the
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time the device was collected to the date it is presented in the court (Geier, 2015). Verifying the
integrity of the evidence is a process in which the hash values are obtained and compared. A
hash value is then computed checksum of the data. The digital evidence most probably has the
hash value of the image. MD5 or SHA-1 are the two algorithms most commonly used for hash
value generation. The output from the MD5 hash algorithm would be of size 128-bit. A small
change in the file or image will generate a different hash value. This helps us in identifying if the
evidence is altered or not. Let us understand this by a small example. In the Figure below, text
entered is “This is to check the hash value of the text.” and generated the hash value using the
MD5 algorithm.

Figure 2: Text to generate the hash value (MD5hashgenerator, n.d.)
The figure below shows the hash value generated from the above text, i.e.
“68a9fb649bc8a8662469942e38c4f081”.

Figure 3: After generating a hash value
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Now, change the first letter of the first word from the above text, uppercase to lowercase,
i.e., “this is to check the hash value of the text.” The figure below displays text before generating
the hash value.

Figure 4: Altered text to generate a new hash value.
After generating the hash value, output is: “7c54e50376a62df8d490cbab460ddb83”.

Figure 5: The new hash value generated using MD5.
This can conclude that, even if there is a very small change or a single character change
in the evidence, the hash value generated will be different. This makes it clearer that evidence
has been altered and cannot be provided in the court law.
Table 1:
Different MD5 hash values for two texts.
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Digital Message/Text

MD5 Output

This is to check the hash value of the text.

68a9fb649bc8a8662469942e38c4f081

this is to check the hash value of the text.

7c54e50376a62df8d490cbab460ddb83

This table compares the two different hash values generated for two different texts by the
MD5 algorithm.
Digital Forensic Process
There should be a proper approach and understanding before a person deals with
anything in this world, which is the reason why, for everything done, an outcome is expected and
has a process of steps. For example, if someone wants to plant a garden, they can’t just dig a
hole, throw seeds, and hope for the best. They need to follow a process involving steps to get a
good result or outcome. Like this, there are four Digital forensic process steps to be followed by
a digital forensic investigator/specialist. The number of steps is not limited to four or five; it
keeps on changing depending on the environment the forensic specialists are investigating or
working on. These four steps by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) are
Collection, Examination, Analysis, and Reporting.
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Figure 6: Digital forensic process steps (Harrell, 2010).
Collection: This is considered as the first most important step in the digital forensic
process. In this phase, the items that can be considered as evidence will be identified and
collected (Valli, 2009). Before any process is started, the examiners should make sure that all the
hardware and software are working. Every forensic organization should continuously check if
their tools are working efficiently. They should retest it before and after any type of updates are
being done (Carroll, Brannon, & Song, 2017). The digital media involving in the case will be
collected and seized securely. A duplicate copy of the digital evidence will be created at the very
first moment after the collection of evidence.
Examination: In this phase, after the digital media is collected, data needs to be
extracted. A copy of whatever data or evidence found will be created. This copy is called an
“image” (Computer Forensic Examination Steps. , n.d.). This process of image creation can also
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be called as data acquisition. A proper plan will be developed by the examiner before actually
acquiring the data. Once the data acquisition is planned, and image files are created, the
examiner verifies the integrity of evidence data. This can be verified by generating the hash
values of the original evidence and an image copy of the evidence. Any search or examination
should be done on image copies created. It is the responsibility of the examiners or investigators
to make sure the original evidence is not altered. Data will be extracted or acquired without
changing or damaging the source/original evidence. Examination or acquisition process step can
simply be listed into three steps:
I.
II.
III.

Develop a plan to acquire the data from evidence.
Acquire the data.
Verify the integrity of the data acquired.

After the evidence, data integrity is checked, and no changes are seen, then comes the analysis
phase.
Analysis: In this phase, the evidence is extracted by understanding the collected
information. Well organized standards and methodologies should be followed by the investigator
during this procedure. The investigator can use other tools to perform additional actions, and this
helps him/her obtain additional details, like deleted files. As noted above, these tools must be
validated to ensure accuracy and reliability. The investigator extracts evidence from within the
data collected by referring to the petitioner's documentation. Generally, there are two strategies:
the investigator searches for something he doesn't know, within something he knows (Fahey,
n.d.). This search includes programs that are infected, programs that are opened, documents
erased, history of the internet browser, chat, and call history. The second thing, the investigator
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might be searching for something he knows in something he doesn’t know, i.e., understanding
the unstructured data to extract valuable information like email addresses, URLs. Sometimes,
this analysis helps in identifying the attacker’s location, attacker identity, and the scenario of the
attack. An analysis result list will be created by the investigators. This includes all the results
obtained from their analysis.
Reporting: Finally, all the investigators involving in a case repeat the above steps
enough times and generate a forensic report (Carroll, Brannon, & Song, 2017). All the steps
performed during the investigation will be clearly listed with a detailed description in the report.
This description includes the personal details, who has done the examination, what kind of
software/hardware tools were used during this investigation, photographs if any were taken,
obtained hash values, etc. This also includes media details like hard disks, computer memory
files, log entry, etc. Therefore, this final forensic report is very important because this tells us the
whole process involved in an investigation (Palmer, 2001).
An enhanced digital forensic model known as Abstract Digital Forensic Model (ADFM)
was later proposed by authors Reith, Carr & Gunsch (Mark Reith Clint, 2002). This model has
an extra number of phases, making it clearer for digital forensic investigators.
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Figure 7: Abstract Digital Forensic Model (Yunus Yusoff, June 2011).
After discussing how a digital forensic process is carried out in different scenarios, and
now this study discusses some of the digital forensic tools.
Digital Forensic Tools
“Digital forensics depends on a kit of tools and techniques that can be applied equally to
suspects, victims, and bystanders.” (Garfinkel, 2017). As the days are passing, computers are
becoming more advanced and powerful. This advancement leads to both good and bad, as
finding the evidence from modern computers is becoming a tough task for the investigators.
These computers contain an activity log of suspect’s actions and words. Based on different
scenarios, these tools can be categorized into different categories; they are:
❖ Internet analysis tools for internet browser analysis
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❖ Network tools to analyze network IP addresses
❖ Tools to capture data from disk
❖ Tools to view and analyze files
❖ Tools to search in the database
❖ Mobile device analysis tools etc.
Amongst these categories, some of the tools are open source, and some tools should be
purchased for advance functioning and performance. Some of the free, open-source digital
forensic tools will be listed and discussed briefly below:
ProDiscover Basic
This tool is called a data recovery tool. If a computer is destroyed, and files are lost,
ProDiscover basic helps to retrieve those files. An image file obtained from the evidence should
be loaded to the tool before anything is done. If a computer is running with dual Operating
Systems, sometimes there are chances that this tool can automatically select both the OS and
provide data that is not required or part of the case. So, double-check, on which OS are you
working or creating an image.
Not only recovering the data that is deleted, but this tool can also search for keywords
which are relevant to the case . If an image file of 20GB or more has been extracted and loaded
for analysis, then this keyword search helps in finding the required files, rather than wasting time
searching for each and every file manually.
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Figure 8: ProDiscover Basic tool.
The above figure 8 is a snippet from this study. This study uses the ProDiscover Basic tool to
analyze the SSD image created using FTK Imager. This figure shows that an SSD image is
added to the tool, and further, it is analyzed for deleted files and searched for keywords.
SANS SIFT
Commonly called SANS Investigative Forensic Toolkit (SIFT) is an Ubuntu-based Live
CD. This is a very powerful tool built on Linux Ubuntu Operating System. This includes all the
tools required to conduct a forensic or incident response investigation. Some of these tools are
used to generate a timeline for system logs (log2timeline), carving a data file (Scalpel tool),
recycle bin examination (Rifuiti), etc. This SANS SIFT supports different evidence formats like
Advanced Forensic Format (AFF), Expert Witness Format (E01), and RAW (dd) format (SIFT
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Workstation Download, n.d.). SANS SIFT provides documentation to understand the tools
provided in it, which makes searching for evidence an easy process.

Figure 9: Wireshark network traffic analyzer tool in SANS SIFT (Lee, 2014).
Volatility
This tool supports memory dumps like raw dumps, crash dumps, VMWare dumps, etc.
This tool analyzes RAM in 32-bit and 64-bit systems. This tool is based on python but can be run
on different platforms like Windows, Linux, and Mac OS. Using this tool, we can extract open
network socket information, running processes information, process ID’s, and many more
(Balapure, 2018).
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The Sleuth kit (+Autopsy)
This is an open-source digital forensics toolkit. This helps in analyzing the different file
systems in detail. This tool has an additional Graphical User Interface (GUI) called Autopsy
inside it. Features of this tool include hash filtering, file system analysis, keyword searching, and
timeline analysis. Autopsy allows you to load an existing case or create a new one. A forensic
image or a local disk is required to create a new case.

Figure 10: Autopsy tool interface (Autopsy, n.d.).
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FTK Imager
This is a data preview and imaging tool. This tool allows file and folder examination
from local hard drives, CD/DVDs. We can also review a memory dump and forensic image
content. Using FTK Imager, the files deleted can be recovered from the recycle bin. We can
create hash values of files using MD5 and SHA-1 hashing algorithms. We can load an existing
forensic image to view its contents (Tabona, 2018).

Figure 11: FTK Imager – Adding new evidence (Chandel, 2015).
There are many other free open source tools like CrowdStrike CrowdResponse, Linux
‘dd’, CAINE, DEFT, Xplico, etc.
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Hard Disk Drive: Evolution and Properties
The first-ever commercial hard disk drive-based computer was introduced by IBM in
1956, and that was known as the Random-Access Method of Accounting and Control
(RAMAC). Its HDD based storage system was called IBM 350 (Cohen, 2016). Surprisingly, to
store data sixty years ago, it cost $650 per Megabyte/month. Relating to this cost, an iPhone
would cost around $20 million a month to store data that wouldn’t even sit in our pocket like
today. Those days’ hard disk drives are very big and too mechanical. These HDDs used to have
magnetic disks and headers to read and write data. Later by 1960s and 1970s, personal
computers (PCs) were introduced, which were huge and expensive. In 1980, a new start-up
company introduced a 5 MB hard disk drive. This could easily fit in the PC, unlike old HDDs,
which were as big as a refrigerator. The hard disk drive shrunk size was first compared to a
refrigerator, then the size of the washing machine, and now it fits in a pocket. If we look back to
the 1980s from now, the size variations of HHDs were 8 inches, 5.25 inches, 3.5 inches, 2.5
inches, 1.8 inches, and 1 inch (see figure 11 below). In later years, Solid-state drive was
introduced, and all the drive-storage properties were dominated.

Figure 12: HDD size variations from the 1980s – Present days (The evolution of hard disk
drives, 2019)
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Solid State Drive: Evolution and Properties
The solid-state drive was first produced in the 1950s. These were mostly RAM-based. It
came out in two technologies: Card Capacitor Read-Only Store (CCROS) and magnetic core
memory. For early IBM in the 1970s and 1980s, semiconductor memory SSDs were
implemented. The Bulk core was a product that was produced in the 1970s by Dataram. This
could provide only 2 MB of RAM solid-state storage. In the year 1978, a 16 KB solid-state drive
was produced by Texas Memory Systems, which were used by oil companies (Romano, 2014).
Later in the early 1980s, 128 KB, solid-state storages were used. From Kilobytes, they slowly
moved onto more storage space (Megabytes), where 20 MB solid-state storage was built-in with
40 MB tape memory.
Later in 1988, the world’s first flash-based Solid-state drive was prototyped by Digipro
(PC vendor, Alabama-based). It took a couple of years for the product to be functioning and
shipped. Different size capacities were produced like 2 MB, 4 MB, 6 MB, and 8 MB. It was very
expensive those days, the high-end model being sold for $5000. Later by the year 1995, the
modern flash-based drive took birth. They named it as FFD (Fast Flash Disk). Their capacity
ranged from 16 MB – 896 MB. By the year 2003, cheaper flash-based SSDs were introduced by
Transcend Company. In those days, this technology was only restricted to cameras. Later in 2006
and 2007, both Samsung and SanDisk introduced a 2.5-inch 32 Gigabyte drive with a Parallel
ATA interface standard (Edwards, 2012). People realized that new SSD technology is so fast,
and by the end of 2008, sales started to increase. So many technology companies started to push
SSD to its limits. Year by year, SSDs are getting faster and cheaper. A 160 GB capacity SSD has
a read speed of 270 MBps (Megabytes per second) and costs around $300, which is not
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expensive compared to a decade from the past. The future of SSD is, it can be produced in many
new forms with high read/write speeds, more capacity, and high durability.
Table 2
Differences between HDD and SSD (R, n.d).
PARAMETER

Hard Disk Drive (HDD)

Solid State Drive (SSD)

Components

Contains moving mechanical parts, like the

Does not contain moving

head to read and write data.

mechanical parts. Contains
electronic parts like ICs.

Read/Write Time

Has longer R/W time.

Has shorter R/W time.

Latency

Has higher latency.

Has lower latency.

I/O operations per

Supports less I/O operations per second.

Supports more I/O

second

operations per second.

Weight

Heavier in weight.

Lighter in weight.

Size

Larger in size.

More compact in size.

Data Transfer

Data transfer is sequential.

Data transfer is random
access.
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Reliability

HDD is less reliable due to the possibility

More reliable.

of mechanical failure, like head crash and
susceptibility to strong magnets.
Cost

Cheaper per unit storage.

Expensive per unit storage.

Time of Release

Older and more traditional.

Recent, advanced and
comfortable to use.

Noise

Can produce noise due to mechanical

Does not produce any

movements. Noisier.

noise.

Summary
This chapter discussed the background and literature research required for a better
understanding of this study. Started off discussing what forensics is and types of forensics. Detail
description about digital forensics and its process from the evidence-gathering phase to the
results analysis phase. Later different tools used in digital forensics are listed and explained
briefly. A table differentiating SSD and HDD is discussed, and the next chapter explains the
methods followed in conducting this study.
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Chapter III. Methodology
Introduction
This chapter includes the design flow of how the experiment is carried out, methods
involving procedures, requirements, etc. all of which are a part of this research. The tools used,
drives used, devices used, and names of the image files generated from these drives will be listed
and discussed. Specifications and requirements of the devices used will also be discussed. So
basically, this chapter tells us more about how the experiment is going to be conducted, and this
can be understood starting with the design of this experiment.
Design of the study
This research is basically a comparison between the Solid-state drive forensics and Hard
disk drive forensics. When it says forensics comparison, it means that different forensic tools are
used to analyze and understand the behavior of the drives. On performing this, we can
understand how typical the job of a forensic investigator is, dealing with different types of data
storage devices, i.e., drives (SSD, HDD). The first step in this will be creating a case scenario.
This is nothing but a set of data files that will be created and stored on the investigator's laptop,
where all the forensic tools will be installed, and the experiment is carried out. These case folder
and folders inside it can contain any kind of random data like images, documents, excel sheets,
etc. Later this Dummy case folder will be copied to respective SSD and HDD. Three opensource forensic tools FTK toolkit/ FTK Imager, Autopsy, and ProDiscover Basic, will be used in
this research experiment. To extract the images of the drives, before and after deleting evidence
data files from the dummy case folder, the FTK Imager forensic tool will be used. The first
image is captured before deleting any data from the case folder, and some specific data files will
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be deleted on both the drives; the second image file will be created after the deletion using the
FTK toolkit. Later as an optional practice, both the drives can be formatted, and another copy of
the image can be created (This is optional). After these two image files are created for each
drive, these image files will be loaded in Autopsy forensic tool to view and analyze the results.
These images can also be loaded in the FTK toolkit for analysis, but Autopsy is an advanced tool
with a good user interface and helps us in understanding more about the deleted files and any
keyword search if done. Using Autopsy forensic tool, one can search for keywords, deleted files,
deleted images, image source, and image location, etc. As mentioned, the third forensic tool used
in this research is ProDiscover Basic; this will be used to recover and view the deleted files from
both the drives similar to Autopsy. The reason behind using another similar tool is to observe if
there will be any difference in the behavior of the drives when analyzing for deleted files and
keyword searches.
The image files created from the FTK imager will be in a raw “dd” format. This format
represents a data dump, i.e., a dump of all the data in the drive. A fresh image will be extracted
from the drives using ProDiscover Basic with a “.eve” file extension. Image files with this “.eve”
extensions are loaded into ProDiscover Basic for analyzing the respective drives. Instead of
capturing the image of SSD and HDD for multiple times, raw dd format can also be used. To
clearly understand the behavior of these drives when analyzed in the ProDiscover Basic tool, a
default “.eve” image file is created and analyzed.
All the steps listed above will be presented in the figure below. Figure 9 is a design flow
of the whole experiment, where the drives involving in the case will be identified as the first step
of the investigation, and a dummy case folder is created. This folder is copied to the drives for
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extracting images before and after deleting files that act as evidence related to this case. The
extracted images will be loaded, analyzed using different forensic tools, and results are compared
to get the conclusion of this experiment.
Identify the devices involving in the case
scenario (SSD, HDD).

Create a dummy case folder with random
files likes images, word docs, pdf’s etc.

Transfer the case folder to empty SSD and
empty HDD drives.

Create a disk image using FTK imager
for both the drives. (Image 1)

Delete the required files from both
the drives.

Create a disk image using FTK imager
for both the drives. (Image 2)
Load the obtained images to Autopsy.

Load the obtained images to Autopsy.
Load the images into ProDiscover
Basic forensic tool.

Compare Image 1, image 2 and analyze the results obtained from the tools.

Figure 13: Design flow of experiment.
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Data Collection Model
This study analyzes the results obtained from two different storage devices; they are an
external hard disk drive with a storage capacity of 1 TB and an external solid-state drive with a
storage capacity of 120 GB. The image files created by the FTK Imager will be of “.001” file
extension. The image files created can be named as you wish. Thus, an investigation will be
conducted on these image files expecting a result in favor of either SSD or HDD. The additional
hardware required for conducting this research would be an investigator laptop, i.e., a laptop
loaded with FTK toolkit, Autopsy forensic tool, and ProDiscover Basic forensic tool. All the
image creation and evidence analysis will be done on the investigator's laptop. There are no
specific mandatory requirements for the investigator's laptop. It can run Windows Operating
System with a processor of i5 or i7. Since it will take a lot of time to create drive images, it is
suggested to have a good working laptop with better processing speeds.

Figure 14: Investigator laptop.
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Figure 15: Solid State Drive with 120 GB storage.
Figures 15 and 16 are the Solid-state and Hard disk drives used in this experimental
study. The specifications like read/write speed, storage capacity, manufacturer details, supported
file systems, etc. will be tabulated below.

Figure 16: Hard Disk Drive with 1 TB storage.
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Table 3
Storage devices and their specifications.
Type

Solid State Drive

Hard Disk Drive

Make/Model

PNY CS 900

WD - Easystore

Storage capacity

120 GB

1 TB

Read speed

200 MB/s

80 MB/s

Write speed

500 MB/s

160 MB/s

Supported file systems

FAT 32, NTFS

FAT 32, NTFS, exFAT

Hardware Connectivity

SATA III

USB 3.0

Access speeds

0.1 ms

5.5 ~ 8.0 ms

Table 3 above tabulates all the specifications of both the drives, which are to be observed
to conduct this study. As we all know, SSDs have better read/write speeds than HDDs; it can be
clearly seen in the table. Similarly, access speeds of SSD are dominant compared to HDD. Rest
all specifications listed are common and can be understood with basic knowledge of
understanding. These are the devices/drives that are used in this study for data collection.
The first thing to be remembered before even starting the experiment is to wipe out any
kind of data that is present on the storage drives. It is always suggested to format the drives for
better results. Created dummy case folder should be copied to these empty SSD and HDD drives.
Two image files are extracted from both SSD and HDD using FTK Imager tool. Image created
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from SSD is saved as “SSDImage_01” and from HDD is saved as “HDDImage_01”. After
deleting evidence data from both drives, two more images are extracted. These extracted images
are saved as “SSDImage_2” and “IMGHDD_2” respectively. The other tool used for creating
images after deleting evidence data from drives is ProDiscover Basic. As it was taking more than
46 hours to create an image of a 1 TB hard drive using this tool, an image of SSD was created,
excluding HDD image. Many studies have experimented and proved that using the ProDiscover
Basic forensic tool, deleted data on Hard drives can be identified and retrieved. Hence this study
concentrates more on identifying and retrieving deleted data on Solid-state drives. The SSD
image created using ProDiscover Basic is saved as “ProDiscSSD_Image.eve.” This is more
about how data is collected and saved for this study to be conducted. Images created from FTK
Imager will be analyzed using Autopsy, and Images created from ProDiscover will be analyzed
in the same tool itself. The next section will discuss about the software tools and techniques used
in this study.
Tools and Techniques
The software tools and techniques used for this study are discussed here. For this forensic
investigation to be carried out, different forensic tools are used. The most important tool in this
investigation is the FTK toolkit. Forensic Toolkit (FTK) is a computer forensic software
developed by AccessData (N.D, 2019). This FTK toolkit has a standalone tool known as FTK
Imager. This FTK Imager plays a key role in capturing all the images analyzed in this study.
Basic functionalities of Forensic Toolkit are searching for keywords, locate deleted files, search
for deleted emails, files, etc. The tool used to analyze the images extracted using FTK Imager is
Autopsy – The Sleuth kit. This is also a computer forensic software similar to FTK serving a
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different purpose, i.e., analyzing the image (Carrier, 2020). This tool is compatible with
analyzing the images extracted from NTFS, FFS, FAT, and EXT2FS file systems. To understand
a little bit more about the behavior of SSD, the other tool used is ProDiscover Basic. This is an
advanced data recovery tool that has a feature of displaying data diagnostics. Data that is hidden
or deleted can be retrieved, and keyword search is faster compared to another computer forensic
software’s. This tool is used for extracting the image of SSD, and the same image is used for
analyzing in this tool. These are the computer forensic tools used in conducting this study.
Moving on to the hardware and software requirements for this study to be conducted.
Hardware and Software Requirements
In order to perform a forensic investigation, every investigator has some basic hardware
and software requirements. The requirements gathered for this study and their versions are
tabulated below. The versions mentioned are not restricted to all forensic investigations; those
are just what has been used in this study.
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Table 4
Software and Hardware requirements.
Software Requirements:
1. Forensic Toolkit version 7.1.0 – Computer Forensic Software
2. FTK Imager version 4.2.1 – Computer Forensic Software
3. Autopsy version 4.14.0 - Computer Forensic Software
4. ProDiscover Basic version 7 - Computer Forensic Software
Hardware Requirements:
1. Investigator laptop – Dell Inspiron 13 7370 – 8th Gen i5 Processor
2. PNY CS 900 external SSD - 120 GB SATA III
3. WD Easystore external HDD – 1 TB, 4 TB

Summary
This chapter started discussing about the design flow of the experiment with a good flow
chart, which is nothing but what this study basically does. This chapter has also covered a little
bit about how the data is collected from SSD and HDD using FTK Imager, with the specific
extracted image names being declared. These extracted images are analyzed by loading into
Autopsy and ProDiscover basic tools. The differences and specifications between the SSD and
HDD used in this experiment are tabulated. Later the tools and techniques required for this
experiment are listed, and finally, the hardware, software requirements gathered are listed in a
table. The next chapter discussed more in-depth about how the whole experiment is carried out
by presenting the data and analyzing the images extracted for better understandings.
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Chapter IV. Data Presentation and Analysis
Introduction
In general, a forensic investigator gathers all the evidence involving in a case scenario
and starts extracting images from the respective drives. These extracted images will be analyzed
loading into specific computer forensic tools. Similarly, this chapter tells more about how and
what type of data is collected and presented to different forensic tools used in this study. In detail
explanation of how images can be extracted is clearly represented with the appropriate figures in
a step by step order. These extracted images will then be subjected to different forensic tools for
analysis. Next section explores on how this study is conducted with more figures and their
explanations.
Data Presentation
To perform this study, a dummy case folder is created. Some random image files, word
files, and a pdf doc file, are added to this dummy case folder, which acts as evidence to a case.
The data present in this dummy folder is not related to any real-life case scenarios. It is just an
assumption made for a better understanding of the study. Each step involved in this process is
discussed below.
Creating a dummy case folder
A dummy case folder is created in the investigator's laptop, and some random files from
the web are added to it. This case folder contains subfolders and different files in it. In detail, this
case folder has three subfolders “Victim’s car,” “Victim’s house,” “Victim’s face,” and four
other images, “Travel info.xlsx” is an excel sheet which has data of the person involving in the
case has traveled to. A word file “victim’s identifications.docx,” a pdf file “DateofAction.pdf,”
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are a part of this case folder. To make it a little bit interesting, a case scenario is imagined similar
to the real-time digital forensic cases. The case assumed here is a murder case, and the files
added to the folder are related to it. Figure 17 has all the folders and files in the dummy case
folder.

Figure 17: Dummy Case Folder.
The murder case scenario assumed here exactly is, a person who plans for a murder
collected all the details related to the victim like a victim ‘s face pictures, house pictures, car
pictures, etc. All the folders and their contents are expanded and explained in the below figures.
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Figure 18: Victim's face folder images.

Figure 19: Victim's car folder images.
The above two figures 18 and 19 have pictures being clicked from different angles. Front
angle, side angle, back angle for face and front view, rearview, side view, license plate view, etc.
for car pictures. These pictures from different angles make the job easy for the person planning
the murder. Figure 20 below has a victim’s house image and a blueprint image of that house.
Having a street number alone sometimes is not enough to find the house these days, so it is better
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to have a house picture to locate easily. There is also a blueprint image; this blueprint helps the
murderer to plan his murder more accurately and have an escape plan out of it.

Figure 20: Victim's house folder images.

Figure 21: “DateofAction.pdf” file content.
Figure18 is a pdf file with the name “DateofAction.pdf,” and this file is marked as a topsecret and confidential for the case because, as this has the final date, i.e., 02/05/2018. This final
date is the date on which the murder has been planned. The figure below is just a piece of
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random travel information that is included in the case folder. This is added as a support file to the
case folder and is not related nor acts as evidence to the assumed murder case.

Figure 22: Travel info excel sheet data.
Copying the case folder to HDD and SSD
Figure 23 shows that the 1 TB external Hard drive required for this experiment is named
as “Case_HDD,” and the drive is emptied to confirm there are no previous data files in it. It is
always good to wipe out the drive before loading any case data into it for better results.
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Figure 23: Formatted external HDD drive.

Figure 24: Loading case folder to HDD.
Figures 24 and 25 shows that case files from “Dummy Case Folder” are copied to the
destination “Case_HDD” external Hard drive. After copying the case files to external Hard drive,
double-check to make sure that all files have been copied or not.
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Figure 25: Case files in Hard Disk Drive.
Figure 26 shows an empty SSD drive named “Case_SSD.” Similarly, after copying case
folder to HDD, SSD is formatted to completely wipe out any previous data files present on it.

Figure 26: Empty External SSD drive.
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Figure 27: Loading case folder into SSD.

Figure 28: Case files in Solid State Drive.
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This is how the dummy case folder created on the investigator laptop is copied to the
respective SSD and HDD. The next step in this process will be extracting images from these two
drives using FTK Imager.
Phase 1 - Extracting images from SSD and HDD (Before Deleting files):
After the case folder is created and copied to SSD, HDD; image files are extracted.
Creating image files using FTK Imager before deleting any evidence files from the drives is
considered as phase 1 for this study. SSD image creation is shown below, step by step.

Figure 29: Adding evidence to FTK Imager.
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Figure 30: Selecting the source drive type.
From Figure 30, make sure to select the right source evidence drive type, i.e., Physical
drive/ Logical drive. Since the Hard Disk Drive has mechanical moving parts and it stores data
by writing into a magnetic disc, it is selected as a physical drive; conversely, Solid-State Drives
read and write data logically, they are selected as logical drives. Select Logical Drive and then
click on Next.

Figure 31: Select the appropriate source drive.
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From figure 31, the source drive should be selected correctly. For example, from the
above figure, if drive “D:\ New Volume” is selected instead of “F:\ Case_SSD,” the investigator
ends up wasting a lot of time creating the image of a wrong data source drive. So always select
the right source drive for creating an image. Then click on Finish. In the next step, go to File and
Click on Create Disk Image, as shown in figure 32. This is the first step after the evidence is
added to the FTK Imager tool. Then pops us a Dialogue box, as shown in figure 33. This
dialogue box asks for the destination image type before that click on Add, and that will redirect
to another dialogue box where destination image type is selected.

Figure 32: Create Disk Image.
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Figure 33: Dialogue box for adding options before Image creation.
In the above figure 33, after adding the destination image type as “Raw (dd)” data dump,
there are three checkboxes. These are optional. If the image created needs to be verified using
MD5/SHA algorithms, then select the verify image checkbox. To display the time taken for
image creation, select the Precalculate Progress Statistics checkbox.

Figure 34: Selecting the destination image type.
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Figure 35: Image information for SSD.
Additional information about the SSD image being created is entered, as shown in figure
35. Name of the examiner conducting the investigation, case number, evidence number, unique
description acts as a reference to the investigator. After entering all the information, click on
Next.

Figure 36: Destination image folder and file name.
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In the above figure, the destination SSD image name and path of the file where it has to
be stored is declared. As the created image size exceeds the storage in the investigator's laptop,
an additional 4 TB hard drive (“Drive F:\”) is used. Image fragment size is given as 1500 MB.
This makes the image file easier to handle when loaded to other tools for analysis. Click on the
checkbox below compression to use AD encryption. This adds security to the image file created.
As selecting this may take more time, here it is de-selected.

Figure 37: Dialogue box before starting image.
After adding the image destination in figure 37, click on start. All the steps so far were
entering the right as required and selecting the source, destination image file paths. Below, figure
38 shows the progress of the image being created, and after image creating is 100%, image
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verification starts. After the image verification progress bar hits 100%, that means the image is
created and verified to see if there is any data loss.

Figure 38: Image creation progress.

Figure 39: Image verification progress.
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Figure 40: Verified image results of SSD image 1.
The hash values generate from MD5 and SHA 1 hashing algorithms after verification
provides the result as matched. This verification is done by an investigator to make the evidence
is not altered when subjected to different forensic tools for image creation. Figure 41 shows the
final created image of SSD before deleting any files.
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Figure 41: SSD Image file created using FTK Imager.
As the SSD image is extracted, it now starts the image creation for HDD. This is pretty
much similar to the steps involved in creating an SSD image. All the important steps are
captured and represented in the figures below. In the figure as step 1, select physical drive as
HDD has physical moving parts to read/write data.
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Figure 42: Selecting source drive type.

Figure 43: Selecting the appropriate source drive (HDD).

After clicking on Finish, Add the destination image folder path and select the destination
image type as Raw (dd) format. Type in all the image information, as shown in the figure below.
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Then click on next for the dialogue box to be appeared asking for selecting the destination image
path and click on start to begin the process of creating the HDD image.

Figure 44: Additional drive information.

Figure 45: Dialogue box before starting image creation.
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Figure 46: Verified image results of HDD image 1.

Figure 47: HDD image file created using FTK Imager.
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Figure 46 has the verified hash values after the image is completely created and verified.
The final image file created is stored in external Hard drive as “HDDIMG_01,” as shown in
above figure 47.
Phase 2 - Extracting images from SSD and HDD (After Deleting evidence files):
After the images are created in phase 1, some evidence files related to the case scenario
are deleted, and then another set of images is created. Below two figures show the selected
evidence files, which will be deleted for further process in the study.

Figure 48: Files selected for deleting.

Figure 49: After deleting files in SSD.
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Like phase 1, open FTK Imager for extracting images from SSD and HDD after deleting
evidence files. Figures 50- figure 55 shows steps for SSD.

Figure 50: Selecting the source drive type.

Figure 51: Selecting the appropriate source drive.
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Figure 52: Entering additional image information for SSD.

Figure 53: Image creation progress.

Figure 54: Verified image 2 results of SSD.
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Figure 55: Created image 2 of SSD.
Figure 55 shows “SSD IMG_2” is created and stored in an external hard drive, which will
further be used for analysis. Similar steps are followed for HDD, starting from figure 56 below.

Figure 56: Evidence files selected for deleting.
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Figure 57: After deleting evidence files from HDD.
Once the evidence files related to the case are deleted from the HDD, this drive is
subjected to FTK Imager for creating an image like SSD. The steps involving in this process are
the same as above.

Figure 58: Selecting source drive type for HDD.
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Figure 59: Selecting the destination image type.

Figure 60: Enter the additional information for HDD image 2.
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Figure 61: Select image destination folder.

Figure 62: Click on start to create an image of HDD.

Figure 63: Image creation progress.
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Figure 64: Verified image results for HDD image 2.

Figure 65: After creating HDD Image 2.
Now that all the 4 images are created from SSD drives, they are saved in the Disk images
folder with names “HDDIMG_01”, “IMGHDD_02”, “SSDImage_01”, and “SSD IMG_2” as
shown in figures. These images are loaded to Autopsy forensic tool to analyze the results
obtained.
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As ProDiscover Basic is another tool used in this study, the process of capturing an image
is shown in the next figures. Since most of the research studies have proven that deleted images
can be retrieved from HDD, this study concentrates on analyzing only SSD images.
Here, image for SSD before deleting any files haven’t been captured as there will be no
results obtained. Hence ProDiscover Basic here is used to create the image of SSD after deleting
the evidence files. Start the ProDiscover Basic tool, click on New Project, and give the project a
name, number, unique description as a reference for the investigator. Click on Open and then
click on Action to capture the image of a drive, as shown in figure 67.

Figure 66: Creating a new project in ProDiscover Basic.
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Figure 67: capturing an image using ProDiscover.

Figure 68: Captured image details.
In the above Capture Image window, enter all the details of source image, image
destination, image file name, image file type, examiner name, image reference number, and then
click on “OK” to create the image of the disc. In the bottom left of the next figure, displayed is
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the progress of capturing the image. The displayed count number is sector count, i.e., the number
of sectors captured out of total sectors the drive has. The estimated time remaining was displayed
around 52 minutes for 120 GB SSD, whereas for 1 TB hard drive, it was around 26 hours. Once
the image is created, it is saved as “ProDiscSSD_image.eve,” as shown in figure 70. This image
will be added to the ProDiscover Basic tool to analyze and understand SSD's behavior.

Figure 69: Progress of the captured image.

Figure 70: After the SSD image is created.
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Data Analysis
After the data presentation has been successfully completed, i.e., step by step process of
image extraction is clearly explained, the next section is data analysis. In this section, all the
images created using FTK Imager will be analyzed using Autopsy, and an SSD image created
using ProDiscover Basic will be analyzed by the same tool itself. Each figure and its content will
be explained in detail below, and by the end of this section, the investigator observes results
obtained from these tools, which then will be presented in the next chapter under the results
section.
First, both the images created from SSD and HDD before deleting any evidence files i.e.,
image 1. These respective images will be analyzed, and reports will be generated. Like image 1,
the same process is followed for images extracted from drives after deleting evidence data i.e.
image 2. After all the reports generated by Autopsy, another report will be generated using
ProDiscover Basic. Starting with the analysis of SSD image 1 below.
If this is this first-time Autopsy is loaded in the investigator’s laptop, click on the new
case, and add the SSD image created before deleting any evidence files. If an image is added and
closed without exiting, then click on the open recent case when it is highlighted. It is disabled in
the below figure, which means no case was recently opened. Figure 72 shows case information
that needs to be entered. A case name, the base directory where the analyzed image results are
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stored. In this case, results are stored in “drive F:\Autopsy.” Then click on “Next.” A new case
database and text index will be created with the case name provided.

Figure 71: Start a new case in Autopsy.

Figure 72: Enter case information.
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Figure 73: Enter optional SSD image information.
Additional information like a case number, examiner name, phone, email, and unique
description is entered, as shown in figure 73. In the below figure, select the source data type as
“Data Image” and click on Next.

Figure 74: Select the data source type to add.
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Figure 75: Select source SSD image to open.

Figure 76: Configuring ingest modules.
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Created “SSDImage_01.001” is selected and click on open, as shown in figure 75. In the
next step, configure the ingest modules. These are nothing but different modules on which
Autopsy is going to analyze. Modules can be enabled and disabled as per the examiner's concern.

Figure 77: Analyzing SSD image 1.

Figure 78: Final report generated by Autopsy for SSD image 1.
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Usually, the time taken by Autopsy to analyze an image completely depends on the
image size. For this 120 GB image, it took nearly 4 hours. The bottom right of image 77 shows
the progress of image analysis, and a final report will be generated, as shown in figure 78.
Similar to what has been done above, the HDD image created before deleting any files is
analyzed using Autopsy. Select the type of data source to add, i.e., the image file of respective
HDD drive before deleting any files. A new case database and text index will be created.

Figure 79: Enter case information for HDD image 1.

Figure 80: Enter optional case information.
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Figure 81: Select the Data source image path.
It is optional to enter the hash values. Click next to set the ingestion modules. The
selected modules will be analyzed and displayed in the report. Selecting only specific and
required modules can save time taking for Autopsy to completely analyze an image. For SSD, it
takes 2 - 4 hours and for HDD 4 - 6 hours. Figure 82 shows case image after complete analysis.
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Figure 82: Case content viewed after analyzing.

Figure 83: Keyword search for word victim.
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Figure 84: Keyword search for word “victim's”.

Figure 85: Data source summary for HDD image 1.
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Figure 86: Final report generated for HDD image 1.
In figure 82, after the image has been analyzed completely, “Europe.jpg” is doubleclicked to view the picture. The bottom of the tool displays the picture. The next step is
searching for keywords. In this study, two keywords “victim” and “victim’s” is searched; this is
shown in figures 83, 84. After the files related to the keywords have been listed, a data source
summary is generated. This is shown in figure 85. From this figure the keyword count is 23 and
the web downloaded content is 16. This is all what is present in the dummy case folder. Figure
86 shows a final web report generated by Autopsy for HDD image 1. By this stage both the
drives SSD’s and HDD’s image 1 has been analyzed using Autopsy forensic tool.
Now the same tool is used for analyzing the images created from HDD and SSD after
deleting evidence files. This image 2 of respective drives will be loaded, analyzed and reports are
generated. These reports provide the total number of files in the drives, deleted files, searched
keywords hits etc. This data will be noted for further sections, where all the results will be
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tabulated and discussed in detail. Starting with HDD image 2 analysis, steps undertaken are
shown below.

Figure 87: Adding HDD image 2 information.

Figure 88: Selecting source data as HDD image 2.
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HDD Image 2 is selected as a source data that will be analyzed, and this is shown in
figures 87 and 88. After the analysis is completed, the examiner looks for keywords search. After
the keywords are searched, and hits are generated, a data source summary is generated, as shown
in figure 89.

Figure 89: Data source summary.

Figure 90: Final report generated for HDD image 2.
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The final report generated after all the steps are followed is shown in figure 90. Similarly,
an analysis of SSD image 2 is done in the next few steps.
The last image analyzed using Autopsy is SSD image 2. The analysis of this image plays
a major role in this study. The results obtained will be analyzed, observed, and discussed in the
next chapter. The process of analysis is shown in the figures below. Provide the case information
and examiner details as the first steps in this process.

Figure 91: Adding new case information for SSD image 2.

Figure 92: Selecting data source SSD image 2.
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Figure 93: Data source summary.

Figure 94: Files extracted from SSD image 2.
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After the SSD image 2 analysis is completed, and keywords are searched, a data source
summary report is viewed, as shown in figure 93. Apart from the evidence files deleted, the other
files in the case folder were extracted and viewed in image 94. Investigator was not able to
retrieve all the deleted files that were extracted from SSD image 2. The results are observed and
discussed in the next chapter. Below figure 95, is a web report generated from Autopsy, with
keyword hits being displayed.

Figure 95: Final image generated for SSD Image 2 from Autopsy.
By this stage, all the HDD and SSD images created using FTK imager before deleting
evidence files are shown in figures 41 and 47. Images created after deleting evidence files from
SSD and HDD are shown in figures 55 and 65. After analyzing all the four images in Autopsy,
the analysis steps are explained, and the results obtained will be discussed in the next chapter.
Besides using FTK Imager for creating image and Autopsy for analyzing these images, the other
forensic tool used in this experiment is ProDiscover Basic. Many research study’s experimented
and proved that data deleted on HDD can be retrieved using ProDiscover Basic. Thus, this study
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concentrates more on SSD and its behavior when exposed to ProDiscover Basic; steps performed
to create an image are explained in the previous section. Figure 70 shows the “.eve” image file
created from this tool. This image will be added to the tool, as shown in figure 96, and the
analysis will be shown in the figures below.

Figure 96: Adding SSD image to ProDiscover Basic.

Figure 97: Searching for keywords in ProDiscover Basic.
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After the image is analyzed, the investigator performs keywords search, and no words are
matched. This is shown in figure 98.

Figure 98: No keywords matched in the SSD image.
Summary
This chapter discussed more about how data is presented and analyzed in this experiment.
At first, a dummy case folder is created, and this folder is copied to empty HDD and SSD. Later
these drives images are extracted using the FTK Imager tool. The other set of images are
extracted from drives using the same tool, after deleting some evidence files from both drives.
These images are analyzed using Autopsy forensic tool, results obtained are observed and noted
to discuss in the next chapter. Another image of SSD is created using ProDiscover basic tool, and
the same tool is used to analyze the image to understand the behavior of the drive. Files deleted
from HDD can be retrieved, and from SSD, most of the deleted files were lost, wiped out. The
next chapter discusses more about what has been observed from the results obtained.
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Chapter V: Results, Conclusion, and Recommendations.
Introduction
A forensic investigator gathers all the evidence related to the case and performs some
forensic operations to extract the respective drive image. This image is then added to different
forensic tools for further analysis, and different result sets will be analyzed. Similarly, as the last
step of this study, this chapter discusses the results obtained from HDD and SSD in phases 1, 2.
A conclusion to this study will be provided after the results are explained, and any further future
study related to this study will be discussed at the end of this chapter.
Results
The results obtained by analyzing all the images used in this study will be discussed here.
From chapter IV, it was clear that Autopsy and ProDiscover Basic tools were used for analyzing
the images created. The data presentation of this study was presented in two phases. In the first
phase, a case folder is created and copied to HDD, SSD. After copying, an image each of both
drives is created using FTK Imager. This is shown in figure 41 for SSD and figure 47 for HDD.
In the second phase, few evidence files from both drives are deleted, as shown in figures 49 and
57. The image created using the ProDiscover Basic tool is shown in figure 70.
The results obtained using Autopsy for each image will be explained below. Before
deleting evidence files, after the analysis is completed, the keywords “victim” and “victim’s” are
searched to see if files with those names will be displayed or not? The answer is “YES,” the files
were displayed because all the files in the case folder can be viewed, and keyword hits count is
noted from the generated web report, as shown in figures 78 and 86. All the keyword search hits
will be compared and tabulated in table 5.
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Analyzing images created after deleting evidence files from drives showed a difference.
After analyzing the HDD image 2, all the deleted files were extracted and can be viewed as
shown in figure 99. The keyword hits shown after searching for the keywords “victim” and
“victim’s” are noted and will be compared in table 5 below.

Figure 99: Deleted files extracted from HDD image 2.

Figure 100: Extracted evidence car picture from HDD image 2.
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Table 5 below compares the total number of files in HDD before and after deleting
evidence to the number of hits being generated when keywords are searched only for once.
Table 5
Comparing total files and keyword hits in HDD.
Keywords/Drive
types

HDD before deleting

No. of files
Victim’s and victim 18

No. of Hits
23

HDD after deleting
No. of files
5

No. of Hits
25

Similarly, SSD images 1 and 2 are loaded to Autopsy, and the results are analyzed (SSD
Forensic Analysis, 2016). There was no big difference seen with the SSD image, as no files are
deleted. The final report generated after analyzing is shown in figure 78 and searched for the
same keywords as HDD. The keyword hits are noted for further comparison. The actual
difference of this research study is observed in the SSD image 2. Here, after analyzing the SSD
image 2, not all the deleted files were retrieved. The figure below shows that “victim’s
identifications.docx” is the only deleted from the SSD drive, but figure 48, shows all the deleted
files. Only one file was retrieved out of 12 deleted files.
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Figure 101: Deleted file retrieved from SSD image 2.
It is clear that deleted files in SSDs cannot be retrieved, whereas, in HDDs, deleted files
can be retrieved. The keywords “victim” and “victim’s” are searched in SSD image 2, and the
number of keyword hits has been noted for comparison with the total number of files in below
table 6.
Table 6:
Comparing total files and keyword hits from SSD.
Keywords/Drive
types

SSD before deleting

SSD after deleting

No. of files No. of Hits No. of files No. of Hits
Victim’s and victim 18
32
5
22
Now that it has been proved that files deleted from SSDs cannot completely be retrieved
using Autopsy forensic tool, the other tool ProDiscover Basic has been used.
“ProDiscSSD_Image.eve” image file is loaded to the tool, and the results obtained are shown
below.
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Figure 102: Deleted files retrieved from SSD using ProDiscover Basic.
Figure 102 shows that all the deleted files on SSD can be retrieved. The same SSD
image, when extracted using FTK Imager and analyzed in Autopsy, could not retrieve all the
deleted files, whereas ProDiscover basic could retrieve all the deleted images. By this, it can be
understood that drive images created using different tools show results differently when analyzed
in different forensic tools. Even the deleted file content can be viewed using ProDiscover Basic,
as shown in figure 103.
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Figure 103: Deleted file content in the SSD image.
Conclusion
From the results obtained, this study concludes that data deleted on Hard Disk Drives can
completely be retrieved, and data deleted on Solid-State Drives cannot be completely retrieved
using Autopsy forensic tool, whereas sometimes it can be retrieved using ProDiscover Basic
forensic tool. To understand this better, the data deleted on Hard drives are not completely wiped
off. The Operating system has a pointer to each, and every file created and stored on a Hard
drive. When a folder or file is deleted, it is just that the pointer is removed by the OS. This
deleted data will still be present on the drive as long as new data is overwritten on these data
sectors. Therefore, data deleted on Hard drives can be easily retrieved using forensic tools and
data recovery tools.
When it comes to data deleted on SSDs it is totally different. Most of modern SSDs
support TRIM. Deleted files on drives that have TRIM enabled cannot be retrieved. SSD read
and write data from flash cells. Data on flash cells cannot be overwritten. Hence to write data,
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flash cells should be empty. As this study uses an external SSD, it is more likely that the TRIM
command is disabled, resulting in not completely wiping the deleted files. The flash cells will not
be wiped out if the TRIM command is disabled. In the case of an internal SSD, the TRIM is
enabled by default, and OS immediately wipes out the deleted data to increase the write speed to
SSD for any future use. The other property which makes it difficult to retrieve deleted data in
self corrosion. SSDs have this property called self-corrosion. A process running in the
background looks for unused data and wipes off flash cells permanently. So, when SSD image 2
is analyzed in Autopsy, deleted data might have undergone self-corrosion, and only one file was
retrieved. Whereas, as this study used an external SSD, TRIM was disabled by default, and
deleted data was retrieved using ProDiscover Basic. Thus, this study concludes, data deleted on
SSDs is wiped out due to self-corrosion of SSD and disabled TRIM command, to improve the
read/write performance speed time, which was lacked by traditional HDDs.
“If it takes one hour to write 10 GB data to your drive, it takes same time to wipeout, rather to
save time Operating System removes the pointer and overwrites the deleted data sectors when
needed.”
Future work
This study has proved that, SSDs behave differently when exposed to different forensic
tools. Most of SSDs deleted data cannot be retrieved. This makes the job tough for the
investigators and using SSDs become an advantage for criminals. No solution has been provided
by this study. As a future work, finding solutions to this problem by enabling the TRIM
command on external SSDs would be great and helps the investigators to retrieve the deleted
data from SSDs.
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